
HIRE MOTIVATED MILLENIALS
Solve labour shortages with  

a rotating workforce
Mobilize is a new staffing model that works on a rotational placement basis, supplying 
tourism, hospitality and food services businesses with a continuous supply of young staff. 
Mobilizers rotate to different locations seasonally, so you always have motivated people 

who are eager and ready to work.

Mobilizers: They’re young. They’re energetic. They’re 100% 
motivated. And they want to work for you. Mobilize gives you a 
rotating workforce of pre-screened, formally-trained young workers 
who want to travel and get real-life, on the ground work experience.

They gain skills, you get the staff you need – and save yourself the 
cost and hassles of recruitment, payroll and admin. Everyone wins.
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REGISTER NOW TO BE PART 
OF THE NEXT PLACEMENT!

Mobilize deploys in January, May 
and September. 
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Preferred Vendor Partner to



From the moment the Mobilizers 
arrived in our Village, they were a 

breath of fresh air! I appreciated their 
positive attitude, willingness to work/help 
in any department, their “over and above” 

service skills for our guests, and their 
excitement to experience the beautiful  

BC mountains. We will remain a  
long-term client for sure!

- Christine L., Best Western  
Valemount, BC

The Mobilize team is easy to  
work with. The staff are pleasant  
and have demonstrated that they  
are willing to work hard and learn  
as much as they can. It’s been a  

good experience so far.

- David Bailey, Bonnyville Inn 
Bonnyville, AB

This is exactly the type of staffing 
solution I need to help fill my labour 

shortages. I have been struggling to  
use the TFWP ever since they made drastic 

changes to the LMIA process. This is  
an alternative that allows me to get  

in staff, and to give these opportunities  
to Canadians first!

- Laura B., Sawridge Inns & Conference Centres 
Jasper, AB

THESE PLACEMENT PARTNERS HAVE SOLVED 
LABOUR SHORTAGES WITH MOBILIZE



EASY. FAST. RELIABLE.
It’s tough to attract local talent to customer service industries including tourism, hospitality, 

restaurants, and more. Plus, using the Temporary Foreign Worker Program to build your  
workforce has gotten next to impossible with increased restrictions and prohibitive costs.

So what’s the solution? Mobilize. Bring in a continuous source of young workers from other parts 
of Canada, and you’ll get the smart, enthusiastic people you need, when you need them.

Here’s how it works. We source, engage, train and place young 
Canadians in businesses like yours and rotate them in placements 
several times a year to keep them motivated and ensure your 
business is 100% staffed at all times.

Mobilizers are deployed in pods of four based on demographic, 
experience, attitude, etc. These pods train, work, travel, and live 

together all year round. So you get fresh staff for each placement 
and benefit from their cross-training and experience.

Need position-specific recruitment? We can do that too. And 
if you’re looking for more permanent workers, Mobilizers are 
encouraged to return to their favourite placement at the end  
of their year.

Big benefits
 Grow your business without labour interruptions/ shortages. 
Mobilize guarantees your roles will be filled by our motivated staff.

 Eliminate constant HR headaches like training, payroll, benefits, 
and incentives: Mobilize handles it all.

 Get a hardworking, enthusiastic, continuous workforce when  
you need them.

Flexible program 
Placement length and deployment dates can be adapted  
to businesses depending on program fit.

Tap into a pool of mobile, eager-to-work young Canadians  
to fill positions on a rotational basis.

 Housekeeping  Cooks Bartenders Front desk  Kitchen helpers  Servers

and more
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Placement partners are chosen based on their commitment to the program, business culture, ability to train and  

current staffing requirements.

How are placement partners selected?

With the 2014 changes to the Temporary Foreign Worker Program, 
employers in the low-skill/low-wage categories got cut off from 
international employees. Previous to the changes, we were the 
largest ethical foreign recruitment agency in Canada, deploying over 
a thousand individuals each year.

After consultations with government and industry leaders on the 
reasons for the changes, the primary explanation was clear. The 
significantly high numbers of unemployed youth in eastern and Atlantic 
Canada needed to be employed. However, getting permanent staff 
from across Canada is not likely to occur quickly – for many reasons. 
For example, a 22-year-old from New Brunswick is not likely to jump 
on a plane and make a permanent commitment to any one employer, 
without having experienced that part of the country. So we got creative 
and found a way to motivate this young demographic through Mobilize.

Extensive focus groups showed us what it would take to convince 
this demographic to work across Canada. The experience would 
need to be:

 Exciting

 Educational

 Offer the opportunity for career advancement

 Structured, with a start and end date

 Very user-friendly – nobody wants to look for housing or 
interview at every stage

So we changed our recruitment model to attract that specific 
audience, and Mobilize was born.

Why was Mobilize created?

If you have additional questions, please reach out to us at info@mobilizejobs.ca.

Mobilize follows the contract staffing model and is the employer of record. We handle all associated requirements and costs. 

You cover:
 Minimal fees

 Housing costs for workers

 Comparable payroll costs

How does Mobilize work? 

Mobilize takes care of:
 All hiring and HR administration

 Recruitment

 Training

 Employee oversight

 Payroll management

 Benefits, incentives and insurance


